
Grade curricular – material from Oxford University Press

A1 BEGINNER
(aulas aos sábados das 10h40 às 12h10)

DATE GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

23/07 Verb to be (singular): I and you
numbers 0-10; days; saying

goodbye

30/07 Verb to be (singular): he, she, it countries

06/08 Verb to be (plural): we, you, they nationalities

13/08 Wh and How questions with be phone numbers; numbers 11-100

20/08 Singular and plural nouns; a/an small things

27/08 Demonstratives (this, that...) souvenirs

03/09 English Test 1

10/09 Possessive adjectives; possessive 's people and family

17/09 Adjectives color and common adjectives

24/09
Simple present (aff and neg): I, we,

you, they food and drink

01/10
Simple present (interrogative): I,

we, you, they common verb phrases

08/10 Simple present: he, she, it jobs and places of work

15/10 Adverbs of frequency a typical day

22/10 English Test 2

29/10
Word order in questions: be and

simple present common verb phrases: free time

05/11 Imperative; object pronouns kind of movies

12/11 Can more verb phrases

19/11 Like/love/hate + verb + ing activities

26/11 Present continuous common verb phrases: traveling

03/12
Present continuous or simple

present? clothes

10/12 English Test 3



Grade curricular – material from Oxford University Press

A2 ELEMENTARY
(aulas aos sábados das 12h30 às 14h00)

DATE GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

23/07 Simple past of be: was/were word formation

30/07 Simple past: regular verbs past time expressions

06/08 Simple past: irregular verbs go, have, get

13/08
Simple past: regular and irregular

verbs irregular verbs

20/08 There is/are; some/any the house

27/08 There was/were prepositions of place

03/09 English Test 1

10/09
Countable and uncountable nouns;

a/an food and drink

17/09
Quantifiers (how many, how much,

etc) food containers

24/09 Comparative adjectives high numbers

01/10 Superlative adjectives places and buildings

08/10
Be going to (plans); future time

expressions city vacations

15/10 Be going to (predictions) verb phrases

22/10 English Test 2

29/10 Adverbs of manner and modifiers common adverbs

05/11 Verbs + infinitive verbs that take the infinitive

12/11 Definite article: the or no article phones and the internet

19/11 Present perfect irregular past participles

26/11 Present perfect or simple past? learning irregular verbs

03/12 Review: question formation -

10/12 English Test 3
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B1 INTERMEDIATE
(aulas aos sábados das 12h30 às 14h00)

DATE GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

23/07 Be going to (plans and predictions) airports

30/07
Present continuous for future
arrangements verbs + prepositions

06/08 Defining relative clauses paraphrasing

13/08 Present perfect + yet and already housework; make or do

20/08 Present perfect or simple past? shopping

27/08 Something, anything, nothing, etc adjectives ending ED and ING

03/09 English Test 1

10/09
Comparative adjectives and
adverbs; as... as types of numbers

17/09
Superlatives (+ ever + present
perfect) describing a town or a city

24/09 Quantifiers (too, enough, etc) health and the body

01/10 Will (predictions) opposite verbs

08/10 Will (other uses) verb + back

15/10
Review of verb forms (present, past
and future) modifiers

22/10 English Test 2

29/10 Uses of the infinitive verbs + infinitive

05/11 Uses of the gerund verbs + gerund

12/11 (Don't) have to; must (not); can't adjectives with prepositions

19/11 Should get

26/11 First conditional confusing verbs

03/12 Possessive pronouns adverbs of manner

10/12 English Test 3
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B2 UPPER INTERMEDIATE
(aulas aos sábados das 14h20  às 15h50)

DATE GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

23/07 Present perfect and simple past money

30/07
Present perfect + for and since; present
perf. continuous strong adjectives

06/08
Choosing between comparatives and
superlatives transportation

13/08 Articles collocation

20/08
Obligation and prohibition (must, have
to, should) phone language

27/08
Ability and possibilty (can, could and be
able to) ed/ing adjectives

03/09 English Test 1

10/09
Past tenses (simple, continuous and
perfect) sports

17/09 Past and present habits and states relationships

24/09 Passive (all tenses) movies

01/10 Modals of deduction (might, can't, must) the body

08/10 First conditional and future time clauses education

15/10 Second conditional houses

22/10 English Test 2

29/10 Gerund or infinitive work

05/11 Reported speech shopping

12/11 Third conditional making adjectives and adverbs

19/11 Quantifiers electronic devices

26/11
Relative clauses (defining and
nondefining) compound nouns

03/12 Tag questions crime

10/12 English Test 3
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C1 ADVANCED
(aulas aos sábados das 14h20  às 15h50)

DATE GRAMMAR VOCABULARY

23/07 Auxiliary verbs compound adjectives

30/07 Auxiliary verbs compound adjectives

06/08 Present perfect and continuous ilnesses and injuries

13/08 Present perfect and continuous ilnesses and injuries

20/08
Narrative tenses, past perfect

continuous air travel

27/08
Narrative tenses, past perfect

continuous air travel

03/09 English Test 1

10/09
Future perfect and future

continuous the environment, weather

17/09
Future perfect and future

continuous the environment, weather

24/09 Wish for present/future ed/ing adjectives

01/10 Wish for present/future ed/ing adjectives

08/10 Used to / be used to / get used to sleep

15/10 Used to / be used to / get used to sleep

22/10 English Test 2

29/10 Past modals verbs often confused

05/11 Past modals verbs often confused

12/11 Passive voice crime

19/11 Passive voice crime

26/11 Clauses of contrast and purpose business

03/12 Clauses of contrast and purpose business

10/12 English Test 3


